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ABSTRACT 
A constructive proof of the recursion theorem may be considered to 
yields a "recursion theorem" semantics to recursive procedures within the 
framework of abstract recursion theorem. An example indicates that this 
semantics without a furthergoing operational semantics can behave counter 
intuitively. As such it is no solution for the problems of denotational 
semantics. 
KEY WORDS & PHRASES: Reaursive procedux>e, denotational semantics, reaursion 
theorem, least fixed point. 

INTRODUCTION 
The main result of contemporary denotational semantics has been the 
characterization of the behaviour of recursive procedures as the least 
fixed points of corresponding monotone and continuous transformations on 
some mathematically defined domain. In general these transformations 
depend essentially on the operational semantics formalized within the model; 
this fact lies at the root of the current day confusion concerning "correct 
computation rules" etc. 
We consider this problem from the point of view of the abstract recur-
sion theoretician. On the one hand a constructive proof of the recursion 
theorem yields a "recursion-theorem semantics" of a recursive procedure 
which conforms to the intuitive semantics for natural measures. On the 
other hand, by an easy counter example we show our formalism to allow 
counter-intuitive situations, where the identity function becomes the func-
tion represented by the procedure p suggested by 
proc p = (int x) int: p(x). 
§1. The problem 
Consider the following two procedures pl and p2: 
proc pl= (int x) int: if x = 0 then 1 else p(x-l)*x fi 
proc p2 = (int x,y) int: if x = 0 then else p(x-1,p(x,y))*x fi. 
According to the ALGOL 68 semantics pl represents the factorial func-
tion on the nonnegative integers (disregarding the finite integer capacity) 
and p2 represents the function which is also represented by p3 described by 
proc p3 = (int x,y) int: if x = 0 then else do skip od; 666 fi. 
The fact that the non-termination of the computation of the dummy para-
meter yin p2 leads to divergent computations, although the value of y is 
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not used essentially to compute p2(x,y) is due to the fact that ALGOL 68 
uses the call by value parameter mechanism. If one uses call by name in-
stead one should have p2(x,y) = pl(x) instead. 
The distinction between these parameter mechanisms and the resulting 
semantics of recursive procedures has been the object of intensive research 
and has caused a great deal of confusion; cf. e.g. MANNA & VUILLEMIN [5] 
MANNA [6], MANNA & SHAMIR [7], or DOWNEY & SETHI [3]. For clarifications 
see e.g. DE BAKKER [I] or DE ROEVER [10,11]. 
The confusion arises as follows. In the theory of semantics of recur-
sive procedure is taken to be terminating provided it leads after a finite 
number of substitutions of the procedure body for the procedure name to a 
piece of program which can be executed without any inner calls of the 
procedure considered. This yields a characterization of the input-output 
behaviour of the procedure by an increasing union. 
At the same time the "meaning" of the individual concepts of the 
programming language is expressed within some mathematical model, which 
"meaning" is extended to the composite constructs by homomorfisms selected 
according to the intuitive meaning of the program constructs (e.g. sequen-
tial composition in the language is mapped onto functional or relational 
composition in the model). 
For the recursive procedure two possible interpretations are available: 
The infinite union due to the operational semantics can be translated 
directly into the model; on the other hand the transformation: procedure 
name+ procedure body may be interpreted by a corresponding transformation 
on the model. If the semantics is well designed this transformation is 
monotone and continuous. Consequently this transformation possesses a least 
fixed point, which is taken to be the semantics of the procedure. Since the 
same fixed point can be approximated, using the Krasner-Kuratowski lemma 
by the infinite union mentioned before the two approaches yield the same 
result. 
As stated above the description is incomplete as far that it does not 
explain in details the operationally determined body-replacement rules used 
to elaborate the procedure. Since these rules again determine the trans-
formation in the model, and since the least fixed point again depends on 
this transformation we observe that: 
I) The least fixed point characterization is based upon the operational 
semantics modelled in the model 
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2) different operational interpretations lead to different transformations 
and therefore to different least fixed points. 
The confusion on "correct computation rules" etc. results if a certain 
transformation (i.e. a certain operational interpretation) is taken as 
absolute standard and if all other transformations are compared to the 
absolute one. 
In thi:s paper we investigate whether abstract recursion theory yields 
a justification for an absolute standard interpretation for recursive pro-
cedures. Although we succeed in defining a "recursion-theorem semantics" 
for recursive procedures we show that it allows counter intuitive results. 
Consequently abstract recursion theory gives no contribution to the solution 
of the confusion mentioned above. 
§2. The framework of abstract recursion theory 
In this paper we use the concept of an Effective Enumeration of partial 
recursive functions as introduced by H. ROGERS [9]. Although the more ex-
tended framework of a BLUM complexity measure [2] is nowadays used for 
practising abstract recursion theory we do not use it since for the problem 
considered the run-times are irrelevant. 
In the sequel all functions are partial functions from :N (set of non-
negative integers) into itself. The domain and range of a function fare 
denoted by Vf and Rf respectively. By <x,y> we denote a fixed recursive 
pairing function with coordinate projections 
'IT l and 1T 2 , i.ee <7TIX.1T2X> = 
DEFINITION I. An effective enumeration(~.). is a list of recursive func-
1. l. 
tions, called programs, with the following properties: 
x. 
0) Each function in the list is partial recursive and all partial recursive 
functions occur in the list 
I) [Universal machine]: there exists an index u such that~ (<i,x>) = ~.(x) 
u l. 
for all i and x 
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2) [s-n-m axiom]: there exists a total recursive functions such that for 
all i, x and y one has~(' )(y) = ~.(<x,y>). 
s i,x i 
This definition requires knowledge which functions are recursive. The 
concept of recursiveness or (as is generally agreed) computability has been 
formalised by various methods which have yielded equivalent concepts. In the 
above definition no clue is given to an operational semantics, and also 
there are no tools enabeling the user to describe useful! programs, except 
by claiming programs (i.e. indices) for the corresponding functions to exist 
within the enumeration. 
In order to amend these shortcomings we have proposed to fix a re-
presentation style for functions by means of a programming language. De-
scription of this language is omitted at this place; the reader is refered 
to [4]. All functions contained in this report are assumed to be self-evident. 
The link to the abstract enumeration is created by allowing the use of ex-
pressions like <x,y> for the pairing function and ¢.(x) for the result of 
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elaborating the i-th program at x. On the other hand we introduce a power-
full operator index whose behaviour is characterized by: 
if 
then 
(int x) int: E is some routine denotation 
index ((int x) int: E) is an index in the abstract 
enumeration for a program computing the same function as does the routine 
posessed by the denotation in the current evironment. This way we simul-
taneously "axiomatise" Church's thesis and enable ourself to "define" the 
s-n-m function by: 
snm = (int i,x) int: index ((int y) int: ¢.(<x,y>)). 
-- -- l. 
An important role is played by the total functions which may be defined 
by declarations like 
global identifiers. We call these total functions transformations of pro-
grams, and allow their declarations to be written by: 
$ (' . )(x) • E(i 1, ••• ,ik,x) 
• 1 1,···,1.k 
which denotation now defines.! 
Transformations of programs are related to procedure declarations of 
recursive procedures: If f is a recursive procedure declared by 
proc f = (int x) int: T( ••• ,x, ••• ,f, ••• ) 
where T( ••• ,x, ••• ,f, ••• ) denotes the procedure body we may consider the 
corresponding transformation of programs 
$ (')(x) .,T( ••• ,x, ••• ,$., ••• ). 
1" l. l. 
Since f satisfies f(x) = T( ••• ,x, ••• ,f, ••• ) an index j for f must satisfy 
$.(x) = T( ••• ,x, ••• ,$., ••• ) = $ (')(x) 
J J 1" J 
which shows that j is a fixed point under the transformation r. Existence 
of such a fixed point is guaranteed by the so called recursion theorem: 
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THEOREM 2. There exists a transformation A suah that for aZZ indiaes i 
suah that $i is a total funation $A(i) is a fixed point of the transforma-
tion $j + $$i(j)" 
PROOF. Define the transformation p by 
meaning: 
= $,(j); $. d(x)). J 1.n 
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Let the transformation K be defined by 
$ (")(x)., $.(p(x)) 
K 1 1 
and let A be the total function Ai[p(K(i))J. 
Now A has the desired property, since assuming$. to be total we have 
1 
(I) (2) (3) (4) 
showing $A(i) to be a fixed point under the transformation $j + $$i(j)" • 
Note that equations 1) and 4) only involve the definition of A as a 
composition whereas 2) and 3) are based on the meaning of the transformations 
p and K. In case the equations 2 and 3 may be understood as operational 
definitions the whole sequence of equations yield the conclusion: 
"$A(i)(x) is operationally defined by $$.(A(i))(x)" • 
1 
This formulation gives strong evidence that $A(i) indeed represents 
the least fixed point determined according to the underlying operational 
semantics. In particular if$. denotes the identity function so that 
1 
$j + $$i(j) = $j denotes the identity transformation it is reasonably to 
expect that the function $A(i) whose meaning is to be derived from 
"$A(i)(x) is operationally defined by $A(i)(x)" 
represents the everywhere undefined function. 
In abstract recursion theory however the proof uses nothing but the 
two transformations p and K satisfying 
and = $.(p(x)). 
1 
If these two equations are to be read extensionally we have in the 
above example nothing but the triviality: 
equals <P>.(i)(x)" 
from which nothing can be derived on the convergence of the computations 
of </>>.(i)" 
The above argumentation can be used as justification to call the 
transformation A or equivalently the pair of transformations p and K the 
"recursion theorem" semantics (based on p and K) of recursive procedures. 
It remains questionable whether this semantics has any of the properties 
we may expect from a good semantics of recursive procedures, The example 
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of the next section indicates that this is not the case. In particular it 
shows that the recursion theorem semantics does not need to conform to a 
"least fixed point" of some model of the transformation within some (hidden) 
operational semantics. 
§3. The example 
In the: sequel we consider a fixed enumeration (<j>.) •• From recursion 
l. l. 
theory we recall the so called padding lellUlla [9], which tells us that for 
each function a sequence of new programs, computing this function can be 
generated e.ffectively and uniformly: 
LEMMA 3. [Padding lenuna]. There exists a transfor>mation a such that 
1) a is 1 - 1, monotonous in both arguments and satisfying a(i,O) > 1. 
2) V. V [<f> (" ) = <f>.]. 1. n a 1.,n 1. 
PROOF. cf. [9] or [4]. 
Using the padding lenuna each transformation of programs can be modi-
fied such that it becomes increasing in all arguments; moreover its range 
can be made disjoint from the range of another transformation (which may 
have to be modified analogously). 
We may assume therefore without loss of generality that we are given 
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three transformations T, p and Kand an index j 0 such that: 
1) T, p and Kare 1 - 1 increasing 
2) R, R and R are mutually disjoint (recursive) sets. 
T p K 
3) j 0 l R u R u R T p K 
4) ~- (x) = x for every x JO 
5) ~T(j) = ~j' ~p(j)(x) = ~~j(j)(x) and ~K(j)(x) = ~j(p(x)). 
Taking A= p°K we may take A to be the recursion theorem semantics for 
the enumeration (~i)i. In particular we may expect that ~A(jo)' the semantics 
of the procedure proc p = (int x) int: p(x), represents the everywhere un-
defined function. 
Next we destroy the above enumeration, preserving however the meaning 
of the transformations p and K. Since p and Kare 1 - 1 and increasing the 
sets R and R are recursive and if X € R or x € R the argument y such p K p K 
that p(y) = X or K(y) = x can be computed. This justifies the following 
definition of a sequence of functions * (~.).: 
1 1 
* if i A(jO) ~.(x) = = then X 
1 
* elif i = p(k) then ~~*(k)(x) 
elif i K(k) *k = then,,_ ~k (p (x)) 
else ~.(x) fi . 
1 
More formally a universal program for(~~). is described by 
1 1 
proc fraud= (int i,x) int: 
(int case:= O, prog; 
if i = A(j 0) then case:= 1; goto found 
elif p(j) = i then case:= 2; prog := j; goto found 
elif K(j) = i then case := 3; prog := j; goto found 
found: 




out cf>. (x) esac 
l. 
For programs cf>~ with ii R u R we have cf>~= cf>.; in particular 
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l. p K l. l. * 
cp*(") = cf> (")=cf> .• This shows that (cf>.). can be l - 1 embedded into (cf>.) .• TJ TJ J JJ l.l. 
Since on the other hand fraud is recursive (cf>~). can be embedded into (cf>.) .• 
l. l. J J 
Application of the padding lemma and the Myhill isomorfism theorem 
([9] or [4]) proves that (cf>~). is an effective enumeration. 
l. l. 
Next we must show that p and K satisfy the conditions: 
and * cj>K(i)(x) = * cf>.(p(x)). l. 
* These relations follow straightforward by the definition of (cf>.). except 
l. l. 
for the case cf>~(K(jO))(x). For this special case we have 
= X and 
(since Joi RP u R ) 
K 
= X 
which proves the desired equality. 
Finally consider the transformation cf>~ = a. Since j 0 i R u R we 
* JO p K 
have cf>jo = cpj 0 = id. Consequently a denotes the identity transformation. 
Its fixed point, according to the recursion theorem semantics based on p 
and K, equals cf>:(jo) =id.Thus the identity function has become the meaning 
of the procedure p declared by 
10 
proc p = (int x) int: p(x). 
This completes the description of the example. 
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